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The genetic structure of 13 populations of the amphiatlantic sea urchin 40 
Arbacia lixula, as well as temporal genetic changes in three of these 41 
localities, were assessed using 10 hypervariable microsatellite loci. This 42 
thermophilous sea urchin is an important engineer species triggering the 43 
formation of barren grounds through its grazing activity. Its abundance 44 
seems to be increasing in most parts of the Mediterranean, probably 45 
favoured by warming conditions. Significant genetic differentiation was 46 
found both spatially and temporally. The main break corresponded to the 47 
separation of western Atlantic populations from those in eastern Atlantic 48 
and the Mediterranean Sea. A less marked, but significant differentiation 49 
was also found between Macaronesia (eastern Atlantic) and the 50 
Mediterranean. In the latter area, a signal of differentiation between the 51 
transitional area (Alboran Sea) and the rest of the Mediterranean was 52 
detected. However, no genetic structure is found within the Mediterranean 53 
(excluding Alboran) across the Siculo-Tunisian Strait, resulting from either 54 
enough gene flow to homogenize distance areas or/and a recent evolutionary 55 
history marked by demographic expansion in this basin. Genetic temporal 56 
variation at the Alboran Sea is as important as spatial variation, suggesting 57 
that inter-annual changes in hydrological features can affect the genetic 58 
composition of the populations. A picture of genetic homogeneity in the 59 
Mediterranean emerges, implying that the potential expansion of this 60 
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keystone species will not be limited by intraspecific genetic features and/or 61 
potential impact of postulated barriers to gene flow in the region. 62 
Keywords: Population genetics, temporal trends, colonisation, divergence, 63 
gene flow, barrens 64 
 65 
INTRODUCTION 66 
Arbacia lixula (Linnaeus, 1758) is a warm-temperate water species 67 
occurring from the western Atlantic in Brazil (Tommasi, 1964) to the other 68 
side of the Atlantic where it is present in the Macaronesian archipelagos 69 
(Mortensen, 1935; Lessios et al., 2012), African Atlantic coast from 70 
Gibraltar to Angola, and the Mediterranean Sea (Tortonese, 1965). Marine 71 
species with amphiatlantic distributions (i.e., those inhabiting both eastern 72 
and western Atlantic shorelines) provide interesting tests of the permeability 73 
of the mid-Atlantic dispersal barrier. Barring cases of cryptic speciation 74 
(e.g. Carmona et al., 2011), historical, hydrological, and developmental 75 
features are usually called for to explain trans-Atlantic dispersal. In this 76 
sense, Arbacia is an interesting genus with fossil record dating from the 77 
Paleocene (Kroh and Smith, 2010). Its five extant species occur in the 78 
eastern Pacific and both sides of the Atlantic (Lessios et al., 2012). The two 79 
Atlantic species, A. punctulata (western Atlantic) and A. lixula 80 
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(amphiatlantic) diverged some 1.5-3.3 mya at both sides of the mid-Atlantic 81 
barrier (Lessios et al., 2012), likely by a range expansion event from 82 
western to eastern Atlantic of the lineage that would become A. lixula, 83 
which nevertheless crossed again the mid-Atlantic barrier to establish the 84 
present-day Brazilian populations (Lessios et al., 2012; Wangensteen et al., 85 
2012). 86 
Arbacia lixula is an ecosystem engineer species (i.e., those that change 87 
availability of resources to other species, Jones et al., 1994, 1997), capable 88 
of transforming littoral communities into barren grounds due to its grazing 89 
activity (Bulleri et al., 1999; Gianguzza et al., 2011; Bonaviri et al., 2011). 90 
Mitochondrial genetic data (Wangensteen et al., 2012) and the absence of 91 
fossil records (Stefanini, 1911; Mortensen 1935; Madeira et al., 2012) 92 
support the idea of a relatively recent colonisation of this sea urchin in the 93 
Mediterranean Sea, likely during the last interglacial period (Wangensteen 94 
et al., 2012). The Mediterranean is a semi-enclosed sea subject to important 95 
anthropogenic impacts (e.g. Lejeusne et al., 2009; Coll et al., 2012). In turn, 96 
these threats interact in complex ways with the ongoing climate change that 97 
favours the progressive tropicalization of this sea (Francour et al., 1994). 98 
Among the key drivers of structure and function in littoral Mediterranean 99 
communities is the grazing activity of sea urchins, which induce regime 100 
shifts between macroalgal beds and sea urchin barrens (Bonaviri et al. 101 
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2011). Human-derived impacts can exacerbate the risk and irreversibility of 102 
such dramatic changes (Ling et al., 2015).  103 
The thermophilous nature of A. lixula has long been recognized (Kempf, 104 
1962; Tortonese, 1965), and this species is listed among those being 105 
currently favoured by the warming of the Mediterranean (Wangensteen, 106 
2013a). Its abundance has been increasing in several areas of this sea in the 107 
past (Petit et al., 1950; Boudouresque et al., 1989; Francour et al., 1994). Its 108 
reproduction is enhanced by high temperatures (Gianguzza et al., 2011, 109 
Wangensteen et al., 2013b) and larval development features indicate that 110 
warming, modulated by other factors such as pH and food availability, may 111 
favour A. lixula development (Privitera et al., 2011; Wangensteen et al., 112 
2013a; Gianguzza et al., 2014; Visconti et al., 2017). Although recent 113 
results showed a regression of marine invertebrate populations at the coast 114 
of Israel (eastern Mediterranean) due to the whole ecosystem collapsing 115 
(Yeruham et al., 2015; Rilov, 2016), the general scenario is a progressive 116 
increase of abundance of A. lixula in most areas of the Mediterranean 117 
(Privitera et al., 2011; Wangensteen, 2013a; Visconti et al., 2017), which 118 
will result in significant changes in ecosystem functioning. 119 
Under this scenario, it is of utmost importance to ascertain the genetic 120 
structure of A. lixula. In a previous study, Wangensteen et al. (2012) 121 
identified phylogeographic patterns in A. lixula using sequences of the 122 
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mitochondrial gene cytochrome oxidase I (COI). That study identified three 123 
haplogroups in worldwide populations, one of them shared between eastern 124 
and western Atlantic populations. The mitochondrial structure of the species 125 
appeared to be shaped by Pleistocene demographic expansions, isolation 126 
between the eastern Atlantic, western Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea, and 127 
genetic homogeneity across the Mediterranean. Nevertheless, the lack of 128 
genetic differentiation across the Mediterranean basin (Wangensteen et al. 129 
2012; Deli et al., 2017) needs to be compared with nuclear markers to 130 
confirm the information on gene flow patterns and genetic signals in this 131 
species. Mitochondrial DNA only retains half of the species’ evolutionary 132 
history (Avise, 2000), and due to the potential differential selection (Silva et 133 
al., 2014; Consuegra et al., 2015) and stochasticity of the coalescence 134 
processes between nuclear and mitochondrial DNA, these two types of 135 
markers can show different evolutionary signatures (e.g. Glynn et al., 2015; 136 
Garcia-Cisneros et al., 2016; Pérez-Portela et al., 2017). Therefore, 137 
combining both mitochondrial and nuclear information should provide 138 
complementary information to unravel both recent and historical processes 139 
shaping the genetic structure of A. lixula.  140 
Population analyses should additionally include information about temporal 141 
changes in genetic make-up to understand whether the structure observed is 142 
stable over contemporary time periods. Currently, there is still a scarce 143 
number of temporal genetic studies in marine species, despite being a 144 
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fundamental information for interpreting their long-term genetic distribution 145 
(e.g. Pérez-Portela et al., 2012; Pineda et al., 2016; Pascual et al., 2016). It 146 
is known that the stochasticity of reproduction, recruitment and survival of 147 
larvae and juveniles can potentially change the genetic composition of 148 
populations over the generations (e.g. Calderón et al., 2012; Aglieri et al., 149 
2014; Couvray and Coupé 2018). Additionally, temporal variation across 150 
oceanographic discontinuities can also promote variation of gene flow 151 
patterns over time (Olivar et al., 2003; Calderón et al., 2012). An 152 
outstanding example of inter-annual oceanographic variation is that across 153 
the Atlantic-Mediterranean transition, associated with shifts in Atlantic and 154 
Mediterranean water contributions across the Alboran Sea (Renault et al., 155 
2012; Oguz et al., 2014). These marine circulation variations determine 156 
different levels of genetic mixing between Atlantic and Mediterranean 157 
genetic stocks over the years (Pascual et al., 2016). Therefore, spatio-158 
temporal structuring patterns can provide valuable information about the 159 
future evolution of the populations, identifying connectivity patterns over 160 
time, and reservoirs of genetic diversity, among other important features. 161 
In the present work, we use hypervariable nuclear microsatellite loci to 162 
investigate in detail the genetic structure of A. lixula across most of its 163 
distribution range using the same samples analysed by Wangensteen et al. 164 
(2012), but also extending these analyses to a temporal perspective. With 165 
new nuclear markers and samples, we specifically tested: a) the disruptive 166 
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effect of major oceanographic breaks, including the mid-Atlantic barrier, as 167 
well as migration patterns across them, which were used to determine the 168 
coherence of genetic divergence patterns between the nuclear and 169 
mitochondrial data, and b) the relevance of the genetic change over time in 170 
two sites at the Alboran Sea (Atlantic-Mediterranean transition) and in 171 
another non-transitional Mediterranean site, which were sampled at two 172 
time points. We were particularly interested in inferring spatio-temporal 173 
population structure at the Atlanto-Mediterranean transition where other 174 
marine invertebrates have shown significant inter-annual variation in 175 
genetic structure (Pascual et al., 2016). The data generated in this study can 176 
be useful to infer present-day and future processes in the ongoing expansion 177 
of this keystone engineer species. 178 
 179 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 180 
 181 
Sample collection and microsatellite genotyping 182 
 183 
Specimens of A. lixula were collected by SCUBA diving from 13 different 184 
localities across most of the distribution range of the species.  185 
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“Spatial genetic structure”: The collection sites included two localities on 186 
the western Atlantic (Brazil), three sites on the eastern Atlantic: Cape 187 
Verde, Canary Islands and Azores (Macaronesian Islands), five at the 188 
western Mediterranean (including two populations from the transitional 189 
zone at the Alboran Sea), and three in the eastern Mediterranean (see details 190 
in Figure 1 and Table 1). These samples correspond to a subset of 278 out of 191 
604 individuals previously sequenced (mitochondrial COI gene) by 192 
Wangensteen et al. (2012) between 2009 and 2011, with an additional 193 
location from Sicily collected for the present study at the end of 2011. This 194 
sampling scheme included several major oceanographic breaks and/or 195 
transitions with observed disruptive effect in populations of other 196 
echinoderms (e.g. Calderón et al., 2008; Taboada and Pérez-Portela 2016; 197 
Garcia-Cisneros et al., 2016, 2017; Pérez-Portela et al., 2017): the mid-198 
Atlantic barrier that divides the eastern and western Atlantic; the Gibraltar 199 
Strait that marks the geographical partition between the Atlantic Ocean and 200 
Mediterranean Sea; the Almeria-Oran front, described as the 201 
biogeographical break between the Atlantic and Mediterranean basins in 202 
most marine species; and the Siculo-Tunisian Strait between the eastern and 203 
western Mediterranean sub-basins. 204 
“Temporal genetic trends”: For testing potential changes in genetic structure 205 
and diversity over time, three of the Mediterranean populations sampled in 206 
2009 were re-sampled in 2014: Colera at the northwestern Mediterranean, 207 
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and La Herradura and Torremuelle at the Alboran Sea- Atlantic-208 
Mediterranean transition. These sites were selected because we were 209 
specifically interested in exploring the potential effect of inter-annual 210 
oceanographic variation on populations’ divergence at the Atlantic-211 
Mediterranean transition, an area where A. lixula populations displayed 212 
significant mitochondrial differences (Wangensteen et al. 2012) despite the 213 
short geographical distances separating them to other Atlantic and 214 
Mediterranean sites. We analysed the two Alboran sites for which samples 215 
from 2009 were available (Wangensteen et al. 2012) and one northwestern 216 
Mediterranean site far away from this Atlantic-Mediterranean transition for 217 
comparison with the first two sites.  218 
Tissue samples were collected and fixed as described in Wangensteen et al. 219 
2012. Total DNA was extracted from 302 individuals for the “spatial” study, 220 
plus 77 individuals of the 2014 sampling used for the “temporal” study. The 221 
REDExtract-N-Amp Tissue PCR kit (from Sigma-Aldrich, 222 
www.sigmaaldrich.com/) was used, following the protocol described by the 223 
manufacturer. All individuals were genotyped at 10 microsatellite loci 224 
(ALM2, ALM4, ALM5, ALM7, ALM8, ALM9, ALM11, ALM14, ALM15 225 
and ALM17) described in Garcia-Cisneros et al. (2013).  226 
Amplification of fragments containing microsatellites was performed by 227 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) in a final volume of 10 μL, containing 5 228 
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μl of ReadyMix Taq PCR Reaction Mix (Sigma-Aldrich), 2-8 μg of DNA, 229 
0.4 μl (10μM) of each primer (forward and reverse) and 3.2 μl of ultrapure 230 
water. Samples were amplified in a thermocycler (Bio-Rad MyCycler, 231 
http://www.bio-rad.com) with an initial 2 minutes denaturation step at 94°C, 232 
and 35 amplification cycles: 45 seconds at 94°C, 50 seconds at the locus 233 
specific annealing temperature (51-58°C; see Garcia-Cisneros et al., 2013) 234 
and 40 seconds at 72°C, followed by 4 minutes of final extension at 72°C. 235 
Successful amplifications were genotyped in an automated sequencer 236 
(Applied Biosystems, www.thermofisher.com) in the Science and 237 
Technology Centres of the University of Barcelona (CCiTUB). Allele 238 
length was estimated relative to the internal size standard 70-500 ROX 239 
(Bioventures) using the software Peak-Scanner v 1.0 (Applied Biosystems). 240 
 241 
Data analyses 242 
 243 
The number of alleles per population, observed heterozygosity (Ho), 244 
expected heterozygosity (He), inbreeding coefficients (FIS), and number of 245 
private alleles per geographical area were calculated using GenAlex v 6.41 246 
(Peakall and Smouse, 2006) and Genepop v 4.2 webserver (Raymond and 247 
Rousset 1995). The exact test for departure from Hardy-Weinberg 248 
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Equilibrium (HWE) was performed in Arlequin v 3.5.1.2 (Excoffier et al., 249 
2005). The potential correlation between the FIS and number of missing data 250 
per population was explored to understand the impact of missing data on 251 
this statistic. 252 
 253 
Spatial genetic structure 254 
We used different approaches based on Bayesian clustering, genetic 255 
distances, and discriminant analyses of principal components. Whereas 256 
methods based on genetic distances (e.g FST) are affected by the 257 
populations’ Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium, and assume absence of 258 
linkage disequilibrium among all loci within populations, other multivariate 259 
methods are free from these two assumptions. Therefore, we compared here 260 
different methods to minimise potential bias of using only one approach. 261 
The software STRUCTURE v 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 2000) was used to 262 
infer an optimal number of homogeneous genetic units (K) based on 263 
Bayesian clustering analyses. It was run with the whole dataset, with a K 264 
number from 1 to 16, and 200,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 265 
steps were performed following 80,000 burn-in iterations in 10 independent 266 
replicates under the “admixture model” and the “correlated allele 267 
frequencies mode” implemented by the software. The same strategy was 268 
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separately applied to selected subsets of the populations in order to obtain a 269 
finer-scale analysis within major marine areas: a) the eastern Atlantic and 270 
Mediterranean populations to better explore genetic partition across the 271 
Atlantic-Mediterranean arch and, b) only Mediterranean sites to investigate 272 
potential divergence within this basin and across the Almeria-Oran Front 273 
and the Siculo-Tunisian Strait. The most likely value of ‘real’ clusters was 274 
identified comparing the rate of change in the likelihood of K. The optimal 275 
K values were determined using the ad hoc statistic ΔK (Evanno et al., 276 
2005). Ten independent replicates per run were averaged using the clumpak 277 
server (Kopelman et al., 2015), and results were graphically represented 278 
with the same software. 279 
Genetic clusters were also delineated using “find.clusters” of the adegenet 280 
package for R software (Jombart, 2008; Team R Core, 2013) using a K-281 
means clustering algorithm. A range of cluster numbers was chosen and the 282 
optimal number was selected using a Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). 283 
Group assignment probabilities were then displayed with the “compoplot” 284 
function of adegenet. As before, further analyses were performed with 285 
“find.clusters” considering only eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean 286 
populations and, finally, only Mediterranean populations. Additionally, we 287 
ran a discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC, Jombart et al., 288 
2010) using populations as groups with the adegenet package. This method 289 
allows the visual identification of genetic clusters of individuals and can 290 
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outperform Bayesian clustering approaches in detecting genetic substructure 291 
(Jombart et al., 2010). The optimal number of principal components (PC) 292 
from the PCA step passed onto the discriminant analysis was determined by 293 
the cross-validation method, and by comparison of a-scores for a set of 294 
increasing numbers of PCs and a spline interpolation using the “a-score” 295 
function of adegenet. DAPCs were performed separately for the whole 296 
dataset, for the eastern Atlantic plus Mediterranean populations, and for the 297 
Mediterranean populations alone. 298 
The software Arlequin was used to estimate population distances with the 299 
FST statistic between pairs of populations based on an allele infinite model. 300 
The Jost’s Dest estimator (Jost, 2008) was also obtained with the package 301 
DEMEtics in R (Gerlach et al., 2010). A false discovery rate (FDR) 302 
correction was applied for the p-values (Benjamini-Yekutieli method, 303 
Narum, 2006) to account for multiple tests. The genetic dissimilarity 304 
matrices generated with both estimators were represented with cluster 305 
analyses and heatmaps obtained with the gplots package for R (Warnes et 306 
al., 2016).  307 
To test the concordance between nuclear and mitochondrial genetic 308 
distances, we performed correlation analyses for FST and Dest matrixes 309 
obtained from microsatellite loci (this study) and COI sequences (COI 310 
distance matrixes obtained from Wangensteen et al., 2012). 311 
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Null allele frequencies were estimated following the Expectation 312 
Maximization (EM) algorithm implemented in FreeNA (Chapuis and 313 
Estoup, 2007). Using this information, the corrected estimations of FST 314 
values were calculated applying the ENA and INA methods with the same 315 
software.  316 
Analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) were computed using an allele 317 
infinite model, and their significance tested with 20,000 permutations in 318 
Arlequin. For the AMOVAs we grouped populations in different sets 319 
according to the FST results, geographical origin and known oceanographic 320 
barriers. We initially tested differences among western Atlantic, eastern 321 
Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea, considering two major marine breaks: the 322 
mid-Atlantic barrier and the Gibraltar Strait. In a second analysis we 323 
removed populations from western Atlantic and compared east Atlantic 324 
populations with Mediterranean populations. We then compared the 325 
populations from the Alboran Sea with the rest of the Mediterranean to test 326 
differentiation across the Almeria-Oran front. Finally, we analysed only 327 
Mediterranean populations excluding Alboran Sea, comparing the eastern 328 
and the western sub-basins to explore the potential disruptive effect of the 329 
Siculo-Tunisian Strait. 330 
The potential effect of genetic isolation of populations by geographical 331 
distance, independently of oceanographic barriers, was assessed for the 332 
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whole dataset, and separately for different population subsets (eastern 333 
Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea, and only the Mediterranean Sea), using the 334 
correlation of linearized genetic distances (FST /1– FST) with geographical 335 
distances (as measured in Wangensteen et al., 2012) between localities. The 336 
significance of the correlations was tested by a Mantel test, as implemented 337 
in Arlequin with 20,000 permutations per analysis. 338 
To estimate gene flow among marine areas, we calculated mutation-scaled 339 
effective migration rates (M) based on Bayesian inference using the 340 
software MIGRATE v 3.6.11 (Beerli 2006; Beerli and Felsenstein 2001). 341 
We estimated asymmetric M among the three major geographical areas: the 342 
western Atlantic (Brazilian sites), eastern Atlantic (Macaronesian islands) 343 
and the Mediterranean Sea. Migration estimates per generation can be 344 
expressed as 4Nm for nuclear markers, in which N is the effective 345 
population size and m the immigration rate. Three preliminary runs were 346 
performed to infer initial parameters and check convergence before 347 
performing a final run. For the latter, we used a Brownian motion mutation 348 
model with constant mutation rate for all loci, three different replicates with 349 
one long chain, 3,000,000 iterations (9,000,000 final sampled parameters) 350 
with the first 30,000 iterations discarded, and an adaptive heating scheme of 351 
four different temperature chains.    352 
Temporal genetic trends 353 
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For the three populations sampled in 2009 and again in 2014 (Colera, 354 
Torremuelle and La Herradura), we computed a DAPC representation using 355 
populations from each sampling year as groups (with the adegenet package 356 
in R) and pairwise tests using FST (calculated with Arlequin) and Dest 357 
(calculated with DEMEtics) as described above.  358 
We also estimated effective population sizes (Ne) for these three 359 
populations (Colera, Torremuelle and La Herradura) using the temporal 360 
method, based in shifts in allele frequencies between samples taken a 361 
number of generations apart (Jorde and Ryman 2007). We used NeEstimator 362 
v.2.01 (Do et al. 2014) to calculate Ne based on allele frequency changes 363 
between the two sampling years using three different estimators that differ 364 
in precision and bias (Do et al. 2014): those of Nei and Tajima (1981), 365 
Pollak (1983), and Jorde and Ryman (2007). We considered a generation 366 
per year (Wangensteen et al. 2013b) and removed alleles below a frequency 367 
threshold of 0.05 to reduce random error (likely at the cost of a slight 368 
downward bias in the estimates, Do et al. 2014). Arbacia lixula has 369 
overlapping generations, which adds complexity to the computation of Ne 370 
estimates originally devised for discrete generations. Ideally, a correction 371 
should be made on measures of temporal change in allele frequency that 372 
incorporates the different contributions of the co-existing cohorts (Jorde and 373 
Ryman 1995). Calculating this correction requires precise biological 374 
knowledge of the cohort structure, age-specific survival rates, and age-375 
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specific reproduction rates (e.g., Calderón et al. 2009), parameters that were 376 
not available for A. lixula. We nevertheless applied temporal methods 377 
without correction as, first, we sampled the sea urchins randomly with 378 
respect to age and, second, we sampled at a wide interval of generations (5 379 
generations apart, from 2009 to 2014). Jorde and Ryman (1995) showed 380 
how sampling over long time intervals greatly reduces the bias in temporal 381 
methods for overlapping generations. In any case, our estimates should still 382 
be useful for comparative purposes among populations, as biological 383 
parameters are unlikely to be very different between populations and, 384 
therefore, any remaining bias should be similar. 385 
 386 
RESULTS 387 
The 10 microsatellite loci were highly polymorphic, with a total number of 388 
alleles ranging between 16 (locus ALM11) and 38 (locus ALM4). Details of 389 
genetic descriptors for each locus and population are presented as 390 
supplementary material (Table S1). Populations of A. lixula were in general 391 
characterised by high genetic diversity and a large number of alleles (mean 392 
number per locus ranged from 9.3 to 14.3 alleles, Table 1). Allele richness, 393 
used to compare allelic diversity among marine areas with large differences 394 
in sample size, showed that the eastern Atlantic retained the highest 395 
richness, followed by the Mediterranean and the western Atlantic areas. 396 
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Regarding private alleles, the eastern Atlantic showed the lowest value, with 397 
only 6.77% (13 alleles) of private alleles, whereas the Mediterranean and 398 
western Atlantic had 14.2%  (31 alleles) and 10.7% (14 alleles) of private 399 
alleles, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S1).  400 
In all populations observed heterozygosity was lower than expected, as 401 
demonstrated by the significant values of the FIS, with significant deviation 402 
from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in all populations (p < 0.001) (see 403 
Table 1). All microsatellite loci considered individually had overall positive 404 
values of FIS, significant in all cases (FIS values > 0.11) except in the locus 405 
ALM2 (FIS = 0.021, p = 0.157). A low overall percentage of missing data 406 
(2.25%), distributed across all microsatellites but mostly concentrated in the 407 
Brazilian populations, makes unlikely that null alleles underlie this general 408 
deficit of heterozygotes. Interestingly, the two populations showing the 409 
highest percentage of missing data also displayed the lowest FIS values, also 410 
suggesting that missing data are not related to positive and significant FIS 411 
(Supplementary Fig. S2).  412 
The Bayesian analyses detected an optimal K value of 3 based on the ΔK 413 
plot (Supplementary Fig. S3). The composition of the different populations 414 
in terms of these three genetic groups (sum of individual membership 415 
probabilities to each group) is represented in form of pie charts in Fig. 1A. 416 
One of the three genetic clusters detected sharply separated the populations 417 
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from the western Atlantic (yellow group in Fig. 1), while the rest of 418 
populations were mainly composed of the other two genetic clusters. In 419 
most individuals, however, the most probable group had a membership 420 
probability above 75%, with few admixed individuals (Fig. 1B).  421 
The situation is similar when genetic groups are delineated using the 422 
“find.clusters” function in adegenet. The number of clusters (BIC criterion) 423 
that better explains our data is 6 (Fig. S4), but the plot of membership 424 
probabilities shows clear differences between western Atlantic and all other 425 
Atlantic and Mediterranean samples, and some differentiation between the 426 
eastern Atlantic (Macaronesia) and Mediterranean based on group 427 
membership (Fig. S4). Hence, both the Bayesian clustering analysis and 428 
“find.clusters” function detected a strong disruptive effect of the mid-429 
Atlantic barrier and a smaller effect of the eastern Atlantic (Macaronesia)-430 
Mediterranean transition. Analyses performed separately for the different 431 
marine areas, the whole dataset, eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean and 432 
only Mediterranean Sea, did not provide additional information (results not 433 
shown). 434 
Results from FreeNA showed that, in most cases, the correction of FST 435 
values was minimal and the significance of the FST statistic did not change 436 
in any case. Therefore, we consider that null alleles do not have a large 437 
effect on genetic distance estimations in this study, and that uncorrected 438 
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values can be used for further analyses. The values of population 439 
differentiation using FST and Dest estimators are shown in Table S2 and 440 
graphically depicted as dendrograms and heatmaps in Fig. 2. Both 441 
estimators provide basically the same information, and are highly correlated 442 
(r = 0.979, p < 0.001). Moreover, they are highly correlated with previous 443 
genetic distance results from mitochondrial DNA obtained from 444 
Wangensteen et al. (2012) (r = 0.832 and r = 0.816, p<0.01 for FST and Dest 445 
values, respectively), showing congruent results between microsatellites and 446 
COI. Pairwise comparisons using microsatellite loci showed significant 447 
differentiation in all comparisons involving Brazilian populations (western 448 
Atlantic) with the rest, indicating a strong disruptive effect of the mid-449 
Atlantic barrier. In addition, 17 comparisons (out of 24) between eastern 450 
Atlantic (Macaronesian) and Mediterranean populations were significant 451 
with both estimators, and 6 comparisons (out of 12) of the Alboran Sea 452 
populations (La Herradura and Torremuelle) with the rest of the 453 
Mediterranean were also significant for both indices, suggesting limited 454 
gene flow across two additional marine barriers: the Gibraltar Strait and the 455 
Almeria-Oran front. Furthermore, the two sites from the Alboran Sea, the 456 
transition area between the eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea, were 457 
significantly different from each other for both indices. Only one significant 458 
pairwise difference within Macaronesia was found between Los Gigantes 459 
(Gig- Canary Islands) and Boavista (Cav- Cape Verde Islands) with Jost’s 460 
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estimator (Dest). No significant divergence was found in any comparison 461 
within the western Atlantic. Within the Mediterranean Sea, no significant 462 
divergence was detected between sites, discarding the Siculo-Tunisian Strait 463 
as a genetic barrier in this species.  464 
 465 
The heatmaps and dendrograms show clearly the distinction between 466 
western Atlantic populations and the remaining ones. Among the latter, the 467 
Macaronesian populations (eastern Atlantic- Faials, Los Gigantes and 468 
Boavista) formed a cluster, while Mediterranean populations appeared well 469 
mixed, with no inter-basin structure, although Alboran Sea populations 470 
(Torremuelle and La Herradura) were in general slightly more 471 
differentiated. In particular, the Torremuelle population was somewhat more 472 
divergent and was separated from the rest of Mediterranean populations 473 
(Dest) or even external to the eastern Atlantic plus Mediterranean clusters 474 
with the FST estimator (Fig. 2). 475 
The spatial representation of the DAPC considering all populations (Fig. 476 
3A, 51 PCs retained) showed again this pattern of separation between 477 
western Atlantic and eastern Atlantic plus Mediterranean in the first axis, 478 
while along the second axis the populations of the Macaronesian 479 
archipelagos are separated, albeit with some overlap, from the 480 
Mediterranean populations.  481 
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A DAPC graph excluding the Brazilian populations (Fig. 3B, 28 PCs 482 
retained) also showed a separation of the Macaronesian populations along 483 
the first axis, with overlap of the inertia ellipses. Torremuelle appeared also 484 
partially separated from the rest on the second axis. Finally, a DAPC 485 
considering only the Mediterranean populations (Fig. 3C, 26 PCs retained) 486 
showed less differentiation than the previous graphs. The two populations 487 
from the Alboran Sea appeared somewhat offset from the others, 488 
Torremuelle at one extreme of the first axis, La Herradura at one extreme 489 
along the second axis. No differentiation was apparent among populations 490 
of eastern and western Mediterranean, which showed interspersed centroids 491 
and widely overlapping inertia ellipses. 492 
The results of the AMOVA analyses are coherent with the results from 493 
clustering and ordination methods (Table 2). An AMOVA considering as 494 
groups the Brazilian (western Atlantic), Macaronesian (eastern Atlantic), 495 
and Mediterranean populations (thus including the whole dataset) showed 496 
low but highly significant percentage of variation between groups and 497 
among populations within groups. The same outcome was found when 498 
excluding western Atlantic populations and considering the Macaronesian 499 
(eastern Atlantic) and the Mediterranean populations as different groups. 500 
However, in an analysis comparing the Alboran Sea with the rest of the 501 
Mediterranean populations the “among group” component explained only 502 
0.54% of the variance and was not significant, while the among populations 503 
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within groups component was still significant (p = 0.002). Finally, if we 504 
restrict the analysis to the Mediterranean populations excluding the Alboran 505 
Sea and compare western with eastern Mediterranean populations, the 506 
“among group” and the “among populations within groups” components 507 
were not significant (p = 0.393 and p = 0.472, respectively), pointing to a 508 
lack of gene-flow restriction across the Siculo-Tunisian Strait. In all cases, 509 
most of the variation was contained within populations (29.32 - 32.58%) 510 
and, particularly, within individuals (FIT) (66.58 - 67.51%). 511 
Assessing the hypothesis of isolation by distance through the Mantel test 512 
revealed significant correlation between genetic and geographic distances (r 513 
= 0.859, p < 0.001) when considering all populations. The correlation was 514 
weaker, but still significant, when removing the Brazilian populations (r = 515 
0.384, p = 0.025), and no correlation was found when considering just the 516 
Mediterranean Sea (r = 0.189, p = 0.179) (see correlation graphs in 517 
Supplementary Fig. S5). 518 
The results of migration patterns between western Atlantic, eastern Atlantic 519 
and Mediterranean Sea are presented in Table 4. Migration outputs showed 520 
a general overlapping of the 95% confidential intervals around the M 521 
estimates between areas. Only M estimations from the Mediterranean to 522 
eastern Atlantic, and from the Mediterranean to the western Atlantic, which 523 
were also the highest values of M (mean 24.182 and 18.336, respectively), 524 
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did not include zero within the confidence interval. These results may 525 
suggest a potential pattern of asymmetric and long distance migration that 526 
mainly occurs westwards. All the other estimations presented lower values 527 
of the M mean, ranging from 7.145 to 14.919, and wide confidence intervals 528 
that always included zero. 529 
 530 
Temporal genetic trends 531 
For the three populations that were re-sampled in 2014 (Torremuelle and La 532 
Herradura at the Alboran Sea, and Colera at the northwestern 533 
Mediterranean), the discerned genetic diversity was higher than that 534 
recorded in 2009, in terms of observed heterozygosity and mean allele 535 
number (except Colera for the latter parameter). Likewise, FIS values were 536 
lower, likely indicating less inbreeding (Table 1). Both FST and Dest 537 
estimators showed significant genetic differentiation between Torremuelle 538 
and the other two populations in 2009 (p<0.015), whereas La Herradura and 539 
Colera did not show significant differences between them in 2009. In 2014, 540 
the three populations displayed no significant differences in genetic 541 
structure (Supplementary Table S3). Genetic distances also revealed that the 542 
northwestern Mediterranean population of Colera did not significantly 543 
change in genetic structure between 2009 and 2014, whereas both 544 
populations at the Alboran Sea, Torremuelle and La Herradura, 545 
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demonstrated significant differences in genetic structure between 2009 and 546 
2014. Therefore, Alboran Sea populations significantly changed their 547 
genetic structure over time (Supplementary Table S3 for FST and Dest, and 548 
Figure 4). Mean differentiation values between years in the three 549 
populations (FST: 0.040 ± 0.015, Dest: 0.103 ± 0.029, mean ± SE) were 550 
higher, but of the same order, than mean genetic divergence detected in the 551 
spatial study among the Mediterranean populations (FST: 0.015 ± 0.002, Dest: 552 
0.087 ± 0.007, mean ± SE). 553 
A heatmap representation of the FST and Dest values (Fig. 4A) highlighted 554 
this pattern of marked interannual differences, but showed also that the three 555 
populations were more divergent among them in 2009 than in 2014. A 556 
DAPC representation (Fig. 4B, 20 PCs retained) revealed this same pattern: 557 
the three populations were more separated in 2009 (particularly Tor), but 558 
clustered tightly in 2014. 559 
Considering one generation per year, the different estimators of effective 560 
population size (Table 4) revealed low values in all populations 561 
(approximate range 30 - 400 individuals). There were consistently higher 562 
sizes in the northern population of Colera (177.3 - 387.9 individuals, 563 
according to the different methods) than in the Alboran sea populations of 564 
La Herradura (33.9 - 38.3) and Torremuelle (34.2 - 38.8). The three 565 
estimators yielded remarkably similar estimates (and confidence intervals) 566 
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in the southern populations, but varied by a factor of ca. 2 for the Colera 567 
population, for which defined confidence intervals could be obtained only 568 
with the unbiased Jorde/Ryman’s estimator. 569 
 570 
DISCUSSION 571 
The amphiatlantic sea urchin, Arbacia lixula displayed significant nuclear 572 
divergence among the western Atlantic, eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean 573 
Sea. Additionally, variable structure across the transitional area of the 574 
Alboran Sea was also detected, which can be attributed to the inter-annual 575 
variation in the oceanographic circulation across this area.  576 
Populations of A. lixula showed a high degree of genetic diversity. There 577 
was, however, a strong deficit of heterozygotes in all populations, with 578 
significant departure from HWE. This is unexpected for species with long 579 
pelagic larval duration. However, Addison and Hart (2005), reviewing data 580 
for 124 marine invertebrates, showed a prevalence of positive FIS values 581 
even in species with planktonic larvae. It can be explained by several 582 
factors, such as null alleles, mating among relatives, or unrecognized spatial 583 
and temporal structure within samples (Wahlund effects). The scarcity of 584 
null alleles indicates that our result is not an artefact of the markers. A 585 
potential explanation in our case is that assortative mating occurs linked to 586 
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different gamete recognition proteins. Bindin, the sperm protein implicated 587 
in the fertilization of the egg, is well known in sea urchins (Metz et al., 588 
1998; Zigler and Lessios, 2003; Zigler et al., 2005; Lessios et al., 2012). 589 
Calderón and Turon (2010) showed that assortative mating linked to 590 
selected positions in the bindin gene of Paracentrotus explained inter-cohort 591 
differentiation. Such non-random mating structures, as well as the presence 592 
of spatial breeding groups, linked to stochasticity in reproductive success, 593 
patchiness in gamete distribution and the collective dispersal of genetically 594 
related larvae in the plankton (e.g. Broquet et al., 2013; Couvray and Coupé 595 
2018), can explain the lack of HWE detected Arbacia. In A. lixula, as in 596 
many other species, most genetic diversity was retained within populations 597 
and individuals (e.g. Calderón et al., 2008; Garcia-Cisneros et al., 2016). 598 
Our nuclear results showed a sharp divergence between the western and 599 
eastern Atlantic areas, likely due to the combined effect of isolation by 600 
distance and the strong disruptive effect of the deep mid-Atlantic barrier. 601 
This sharp genetic divergence is similar to the one observed in other 602 
amphiatlantic echinoderms with large dispersal potential (e.g. Lessios et al., 603 
2001; Garcia-Cisneros et al., 2017). The nuclear divergence in A. lixula was 604 
also largely congruent with COI mitochondrial data, but historical migration 605 
patterns and allele frequencies highlighted interesting insights in its 606 
phylogeography. Lessios et al. (2012) and Wangensteen et al. (2012) 607 
hypothesised the colonization of the western Atlantic coast, across the mid-608 
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Atlantic barrier, from eastern Atlantic stocks. However, neither migration 609 
nor allele distribution patterns from our new nuclear results fully supported 610 
this hypothesis and suggested instead the Mediterranean as a potential 611 
source of colonizers. Migration patterns estimated from microsatellites 612 
showed asymmetric gene flow among areas, with the most important 613 
historical migration likely flowing westward from the Mediterranean to the 614 
eastern and western Atlantic. Our results discard large historical 615 
connectivity between eastern and western Atlantic regions, which showed a 616 
low value of M. In addition, the Mediterranean origin of the western 617 
Atlantic populations can be also supported by 14 alleles shared (out of 250) 618 
between these two areas, whereas only two alleles were found in common 619 
between the eastern and western Atlantic stocks that can be indicative of 620 
long-term isolation between populations at both sides of the Atlantic. 621 
Interestingly, a detailed re-evaluation of the COI network also points out the 622 
potential origin of the Brazilian haplotype cluster from some of the most 623 
frequent Mediterranean haplotypes. Therefore all current genetic evidences 624 
suggest divergence of the western Atlantic populations of A. lixula from the 625 
Mediterranean area, which likely happened after the Pleistocene 626 
colonization and demographic expansion in the Mediterranean Sea (93.8–627 
205.2 kya) (Wangensteen et al., 2012). Nonetheless, further investigations 628 
are necessary to discard other unexplored genetic stocks and to confirm the 629 
Mediterranean origin of the western Atlantic lineages. 630 
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Additionally, subtler structure is also found in the Atlantic-Mediterranean 631 
area, with significant differentiation between the Macaronesian islands and 632 
the Mediterranean. The biogeographic break between Atlantic and 633 
Mediterranean leaves a strong signature in the genetic structure of many 634 
species of fish and invertebrates with different biological characteristics 635 
(Patarnello et al., 2007; Pascual et al., 2017), including sea urchins, sea 636 
stars, brittle-stars and sea cucumbers (Borrero-Pérez et al., 2011; Pérez-637 
Portela et al., 2010; Calderón et al., 2012; Taboada and Pérez-Portela 2016; 638 
Garcia-Cisneros et al., 2016, 2017). However, the Mediterranean Sea also 639 
has a number of internal oceanographic barriers that can restrict species 640 
dispersal. Among the better identified oceanographic barriers within the 641 
Mediterranean are: the Gibraltar Strait and the Almeria-Oran Front- between 642 
the Atlantic and Mediterranean basins, the Ibiza Channel and Balearic 643 
Front- dividing the north- and southwestern Mediterranean sub-basins, the 644 
Siculo-Tunisian Front between the western and eastern Mediterranean, and 645 
the Otranto Strait and Aegean Front delimiting the Adriatic and Aegean 646 
seas, respectively (e.g., Penant et al., 2013; Villamor et al., 2014; Riesgo et 647 
al., 2016; Garcia-Cisneros et al., 2016; and reviews in Paterno et al., 2017 648 
and Pascual et al., 2017).  649 
Nevertheless, these oceanographic fronts do not have equal effect on all 650 
marine species. Pascual et al. (2017), reviewing published information for 651 
70 species, found that the reduction of gene flow linked to the presence of 652 
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the abovementioned oceanographic fronts is more important in species with 653 
long planktonic durations. This unexpected pattern is likely because these 654 
larvae move off-shore, along the continental shelf and slope, and are thus 655 
more affected by major oceanographic circulation and marine fronts than 656 
larvae that remain close to the coastline (Pascual et al., 2017). In our case, 657 
we detected genetic divergence between both sides of the Almeria-Oran 658 
front, as observed in other echinoderms (Calderón et al., 2012; Garcia-659 
Cisneros et al., 2016, 2017), although the divergence detected in Alboran 660 
populations of A. lixula may actually be a transient process, as discussed 661 
below for the temporal analyses, rather than a permanent one. Nevertheless, 662 
we could not find any evidence of genetic divergence between the western 663 
and eastern Mediterranean sub-basins, nor was there any significant 664 
isolation by distance effect in the Mediterranean, a pattern that contrasts 665 
with other echinoderms with large dispersal potential across the same 666 
geographical area (e.g. Garcia-Cisneros et al., 2016, 2017). This may 667 
suggest that A. lixula is not largely affected by discontinuities between the 668 
Mediterranean populations, representing a well-mixed genetic pool within 669 
this sea, and/or it reflects the recent evolutionary history within this basin, 670 
marked by a demographic expansion (Wangensteen et al., 2012), with no 671 
enough time to diverge within the Mediterranean basins.  672 
The temporal genetic patterns among the two populations from at the 673 
Atlantic-Mediterranean transition and the one from the north-western 674 
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Mediterranean indicate that populations were more divergent, particularly 675 
Torremuelle (Alboran Sea), in 2009 than in 2014. Interannual variations in 676 
the hydrological features along the Iberian Mediterranean shores are well 677 
known (Pascual et al., 2002; Pinot et al., 2002; Bouffard et al., 2010; Balbin 678 
et al., 2014), and have been held responsible for temporal patterns of genetic 679 
variation in organisms such as the fish Sardina pilchardus (Olivar et al., 680 
2003), the sea urchin Paracentrotus lividus (Calderón et al., 2012), or the 681 
crab Liocarcinus depurator (Pascual et al., 2016). In particular, in the 682 
Alboran area, there is a complex structure with two main anticyclonic gyres 683 
and a central cyclonic gyre (Sanchez-Vidal et al., 2004; Sanchez-Garrido et 684 
al., 2013). The relative intensity of these gyres changes over time, and it 685 
determines a temporally variable system of hydrological fronts in the area 686 
(Renault et al., 2012; Oguz et al., 2014). These features affect the interplay 687 
between Atlantic and Mediterranean waters, leading to variable patterns of 688 
distribution of water masses in the Alboran Sea. This can explain our 689 
finding of significant temporal genetic differences in Torremuelle and La 690 
Herradura located in the Alboran Sea, while the northern population of 691 
Colera, outside of this transitional area, remained more stable. Such 692 
temporal changes in genetic composition of southern Iberian populations 693 
relative to more northern populations were also detected for  Paracentrotus 694 
lividus (Calderón et al., 2012). Torremuelle, in particular, lies in western 695 
Alboran Sea, in a relatively isolated spot just outside the frontal system 696 
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generated by the western anticyclonic gyre (Sanchez-Garrido et al., 2013; 697 
Oguz et al., 2014). Thus, arrival of larvae to this locality is subject to 698 
stochastic and oceanographic changes among years, which may explain its 699 
higher genetic distance compared to other Mediterranean populations.  700 
The effective population sizes (Ne) detected examining temporal variation 701 
in genetic composition were small (from tens to a few hundred individuals), 702 
and similar to Ne estimates for P. lividus (Calderón et al., 2009). In this 703 
study, we did not specifically measure A. lixula abundances but information 704 
obtained from other studies showed densities that vary across space and 705 
time from low density-populations (0.2-0.3 individuals/ m2) to densely 706 
populated sites (over 1.0 individuals/ m2) (Palacín et al., 1998; Hereu et al., 707 
2012). It is common for invertebrates and fish to have effective population 708 
sizes 2-6 orders of magnitude smaller than census sizes (Turner et al., 2002; 709 
Hauser and Carvalho, 2008; Plough, 2016), which is often explained by 710 
large variance of reproductive success, whereby only few adults are able to 711 
produce successful progeny (sweepstake reproduction, Hedgecock, 1994).  712 
Statistic methods to calculate effective population size based on genetic data 713 
at two time points are appropriate to estimate contemporary Ne that reflects 714 
the effective number of parental specimens from which the collected sample 715 
comes from (e.g. Casilagan et al., 2013). Thus, the stochastic events that can 716 
take place during the reproduction together with the long planktonic period 717 
and the settlement and recruitment phases of A. lixula can likely explain the 718 
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small effective population sizes detected. It is noteworthy that the 719 
hydrologically more stable northern population of Colera had ca. 6 to 10 720 
times larger effective population sizes than the two southern populations. 721 
From the last few years, there is increasing evidence of the importance of A. 722 
lixula in the formation and maintenance of bare habitats (Bulleri et al., 723 
1999; Gianguzza et al., 2011; Bonaviri et al., 2011). Arbacia lixula is a 724 
thermophilous species likely to be enhanced by warming temperatures 725 
(Francour et al., 1994; Gianguzza et al., 2011; Wangensteen, 2013a) and a 726 
generalist species with a catholic diet that qualifies it as omnivore 727 
(Wangensteen et al., 2011; Agnetta et al., 2013) no affected by a 728 
commercial fishing industry. Thus, although some populations of A. lixula 729 
at the Levant basin are in decline due to the ecosystem collapsing (Rilov 730 
2016), under the current scenario of the ongoing tropicalization of the 731 
Mediterranean, A. lixula can be favoured, leading to important changes in 732 
ecosystem structure and functioning.  733 
This study shows a main genetic break in A. lixula between both sides of the 734 
Atlantic, and smaller differentiation signals associated with the Atlanto-735 
Mediterranean transition. However, no genetic structure was found within 736 
the Mediterranean populations, suggesting that either the species’ dispersal 737 
abilities suffice to break the hydrological barrier separating the two 738 
Mediterranean sub-basins and/or the genetic homogeneity is the result of the 739 
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recent evolutionary history of the species, although both hypotheses are not 740 
mutually exclusive. A picture of genetic homogeneity across the 741 
Mediterranean implies that the species may safely overcome occasional 742 
adverse local conditions and quickly replenish populations from 743 
neighbouring and distant locations. Future research, including whole-744 
genome scans and the inclusion of populations from other areas (such as the 745 
Adriatic sea, Levant basin and/or the Atlantic African shores) will likely 746 
show a more nuanced picture of the underlying genetic structure associated 747 
with adaptation (e.g. Carreras et al., 2017). Overall, however, the patterns 748 
found suggest that the spread potential of A. lixula in the Mediterranean is 749 
large and the ongoing expansion of this thermophilous species will not be 750 
restricted by the potential impact of postulated barriers to gene flow. 751 
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Figure 1. Collection sites and general genetic structure in Arbacia lixula. A) 1066 
Sampling sites and pie charts of the percentage of each cluster (K=3) per 1067 
site obtained from STRUCTURE as represented below, and B) 1068 
STRUCTURE barplot with the posterior probabilities of individual 1069 
assignment of the most probable number of clusters for the whole dataset 1070 
(K=3). Clusters are represented by different colours (yellow, red and blue), 1071 
and each bar represents a different individual. Numbers and red lines 1072 
represent the four different marine barriers considered: Mid-Atlantic barrier 1073 
(1), Gibraltar Strait (2), Almeria Oran front (3) and Siculo-Tunisian Strait 1074 
(4). 1075 
 1076 
Figure 2. Genetic differentiation between sites in Arbacia lixula. A) 1077 
Heatmap and dendrogram based on pairwise FST values, and B) heatmap 1078 
and dendrogram based on pairwise Dest values. Values of FST and Dest and 1079 
their associated p-values are included as Supplementary Table S2.  1080 
* Highlights the different clustering of Torremuelle (Tor) with other marine 1081 
areas between heatmaps. 1082 
 1083 
Figure 3. DAPCs of Arbacia lixula. Graphs represent DAPC results from 1084 
three different analyses: A) the whole dataset, B) eastern Atlantic and 1085 
Mediterranean sites, and C) only Mediterranean sites (including the Alboran 1086 
Sea). On the graph, points represent different individuals, and point patterns 1087 
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different sampling sites. Blue pattern= Mediterranean sites; red-orange 1088 
pattern= eastern Atlantic; and yellow pattern= western Atlantic. 1089 
 1090 
Figure 4. Genetic differences over time in Arbacia lixula. A) Heatmaps 1091 
based on FST (left) and Dest (right) values between years and three sites, and 1092 
B) DAPC analyses for the three populations at two time points (2009 and 1093 
2014). 1094 
 1095 
SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 1096 
 1097 
Supplementary S1. Allele diversity in Arbacia lixula. Allele richness and 1098 
percentage of private alleles (Np %) from three major marine areas: 1099 
Mediterranean Sea, Eastern Atlantic and Western Atlantic areas. 1100 
 1101 
Supplementary S2. Potential effect of missing data on FIS. Graph 1102 
representing the relationship between the fixation index FIS and number of 1103 
missing alleles in Arbacia lixula. 1104 
 1105 
Supplementary S3. Optimal number of clusters (K=3) from STRUCTURE 1106 
according to the ad hoc statistic K (Delta K). 1107 
 1108 
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Supplementary S4. Genetic clustering from “adegenet” in Arbacia lixula. A) 1109 
BIC values versus number of clusters from 1 to 13; the optimal number of 1110 
clusters according to BIC values is 6, and B) barplot from the Compoplot 1111 
analysis according to 6 clusters; coloured bars represent the membership 1112 
probability to each cluster for every individual. 1113 
 1114 
Supplementary S5. Mantel test results in Arbacia lixula. Correlation 1115 
between genetic distance (FST/1-FST) and geographical distance (km) for: A) 1116 
the whole dataset, B) eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea, and C) only 1117 
the Mediterranean Sea. 1118 
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Code Locality Geographical area N Ho He FIS Allele 
Cre Crete Eastern Mediterranean 24 0.565± 0.195  0.849± 0.076 0.323± 0.07 * 13.2± 1.23 
Kos Kos Eastern Mediterranean 24 0.597± 0.236 0.854 ± 0.059 0.289± 0.08* 12.6±1 .26 
Sic Sicilia Eastern Mediterranean 24 0.568± 0.213 0.879 ± 0.051 0.343± 0.08 * 12.8± 1.39 
Pop Populonia Western Mediterranean 24 0.522± 0.222 0.842 ± 0.059 0.365± 0.09 * 11.2± 0.96 
Col  Colera (2009) Western Mediterranean 24 0.562± 0.198 0.878 ± 0.029 0.347± 0.07 * 13.4± 1.02 
Ben Benidorm Western Mediterranean 24 0.563± 0.215 0.864 ± 0.058 0.331± 0.08 * 12.1± 1.07 
Her  La Herradura (2009) Alboran Sea 24 0.552± 0.134 0.819 ± 0.103 0.300± 0.06 * 11.9± 1.06 
Tor  Torremuelle (2009) Alboran Sea 24 0.571± 0.205 0.845 ± 0.065 0.300± 0.09 * 11.8± 1.20 
  MEDITERRANEAN  192 0.563±0.090 0.863± 0.052 - (10.94± 0.80) 
Fai Faials, Azores Macaronesian Island, eastern Atlantic 24 0.619± 0.202 0.834 ± 0.064 0.241± 0.08 * 11.7± 1.01 
Gig Los Gigantes, Tenerife Macaronesian Island, eastern Atlantic 24 0.569± 0.232 0.852 ± 0.051 0.289± 0.08 * 13.1± 1.26 
Cav Boavista, Cape Verde Macaronesian Island, eastern Atlantic 24 0.585± 0.222 0.872 ± 0.057 0.318± 0.08 * 14.3± 1.28 
  EASTERN ATLANTIC 72 0.591± 0.200 0.856± 0.051 - (11.10± 0.71) 
Cfr Cabo Frío Brazil, western Atlantic 16 0.625± 0.282 0.804 ± 0.122 0.201± 0.11 * 9.3± 1.06 
Ita Itaipu Brazil, western Atlantic 22 0.579± 0.209 0.819 ± 0.113 0.253± 0.06 * 11.0± 1.12 
  WESTERN ATLANTIC 38 0.593± 0.205 0.803± 0.100 - (9.76± 0.91) 
Col 2014 Colera (2014) Western Mediterranean 25 0.625± 0.082 0.869 ± 0.015 0.267± 0.09 * 13.0± 0.91 
Her 2014 La Herradura (2014) Alboran Sea 27 0.588± 0.083 0.858 ± 0.017 0.298± 0.09 * 12.6± 1.18 
Tor 2014 Torremuelle (2014) Alboran Sea 25 0.627± 0.069 0.861 ± 0.014 0.255 ± 0.08 * 12.7± 1.02 
 1119 
Table 1. Genetic descriptors of Arbacia lixula. Codes of the populations including the year of collection for the populations 1120 
used for the temporal analyses, localities, geographical area, sample size (N), heterozygosity observed (Ho), heterozygosity 1121 
expected (He), inbreeding coefficient (FIS), and allele diversity- mean number of alleles per population or allele richness per 1122 
marine geographical area in brackets (calculated by rarefaction from the minimum sample size). Standard error is also 1123 
presented for genetic descriptors. * Significant HW disequilibrium (p< 0.01).1124 
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VARIATION P-VALUE  GROUPING 
Brazil, Macaronesia, Mediterranean 
1. Ita, Cfr 
 
2. Fai, Gig, Cav 
 
3. Ben, Col, 
Pop, Sic, Cre, 
Kos, Tor, Her 
Among group (3 groups, 13 populations) 2 FCT: 0.033 3.30 0.000 ** 
Among populations within groups 10 FSC: 0.008 0.80 0.000 ** 
Within populations 298 FIS: 0.306 29.32 0.000 ** 
Within individuals 302 FIT: 0.334 66.58 0.000 ** 
TOTAL 603       
Macaronesia - Mediterranean          
1.  Fai, Gig, 
Cav 
 
2.  Ben, Col, 
Pop, Sic, Cre, 
Kos, Tor, Her  
  
Among group (2 groups, 11 populations) 1 FCT: 0.013 1.30 0.006 ** 
Among populations within groups 9 FSC: 0.009 0.87 0.000 ** 
Within populations 253 FIS: 0.309 30.32 0.000 ** 
Within individuals 264 FIT: 0.325 67.51 0.000 ** 
TOTAL 527       
Mediterranean - Alboran sea         
1.   Ben, Col, 
Pop, Sic, Cre, 
Kos 
 
2.   Tor, Her 
 
Among group (2 groups, 8 populations) 1 FCT: 0.005 0.54 0.088 
Among populations within groups 6 FSC: 0.006 0.60 0.002 ** 
Within populations 184 FIS: 0.320 31.61 0.000 ** 
Within individuals 192 FIT: 0.327 67.26 0.000 ** 
TOTAL 383        
western Mediterranean - eastern 
Mediterranean         1.   Ben, Col, 
Pop  
 





Among group (2 groups, 6 populations) 1 FCT: 0.001 0.13 0.393 
Among populations within groups 4 FSC: 0.001 0.03 0.472 
Within populations 138 FIS: 0.326 32.58 0.000 ** 
Within individuals 144 FIT: 0.327 67.26 0.000 ** 
TOTAL 287       
 1125 
Table 2. Analyses of the Molecular Variance (AMOVA) in A. lixula. Four 1126 
different groupings and subsets of populations are represented.  Populations 1127 
comprising each group are listed on the right column. * Significant at 1128 








Table 3. Migration patterns in A. lixula. Mutation-scaled effective migration 1136 
rates (M) between three marine areas: western Atlantic (W Atlantic), 1137 
Eastern Atlantic (E Atlantic) and Mediterranean Sea. Mean values of M and 1138 













Migration direction Mean  Confidence interval 
MediterraneanE Atlantic 24.182 (5.333- 42.667) 
E Atlantic  Mediterranean 13.042 (0.000- 29.333) 
Mediterranean  W Atlantic 18.336 (0.667- 35.333) 
W Atlantic  Mediterranean 7.145 (0.000- 24.000) 
E Atlantic  W Atlantic 8.629 (0.000- 24.667) 
W Atlantic  E Atlantic 14.919 (0.000- 33.333) 
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Per pop / Temporal methods Pollak Nei/Tajima Jorde/Ryman 
Colera  177.3 (56.5 - ∞) 268.3 (67 - ∞) 387.9 (264.5 - 534.5) 
La Herradura  33.9 (18.1 - 66.6) 38.2 (19.9 - 78.8) 35.3 (23.2 - 50) 
Torremuelle 34.2 (19.3 - 63.3) 38.8 (21.4 - 75.5) 38.1 (26.3 - 52.2) 
 1152 
Table 4. Estimated values of effective population size using three different 1153 
temporal method estimates. Values within parentheses represent the 95% 1154 




















Figure 4 1171 
